2015 EXTERNAL CURDS SEMINAR UPDATE
Correct as of 23rd January 2015

Wednesday 18th February, Prof. Christian Berndt, University of Zurich
Geographies of marketisation: diverse markets, market borders and commodity production
To be jointly hosted with Geography

Thursday 12th March, Dr. Al James, Queen Mary London
Socially inclusive labour geographies of offshore opportunity? Minority (im)mobilities in India’s new service economy

Thursday 16th April, Dr. Tom Kemeney, London School of Economics and Political Science
Dealmakers and the economic value of local social networks

Thursday 30th April, Prof. Hubert Schmitz, University of Sussex
How innovating regions in the rising powers benefit from the changing architecture of the innovation business in the old powers

Thursday 7th May, Prof. Jon Beaverstock, Bristol University
Rethinking corporate mobilities: evidence from professional services firms.

Thursday 4th June, Prof. Stefan Bouzarovski, University of Manchester
Hybrid state spaces: the political economy of electricity neoliberalisation in the Western Balkans.

Unless otherwise stated in reminder emails, all External Seminars will take place at:
4pm, in the CURDS Seminar Room (4th Floor Claremont Bridge)